Crushes 6-gallon and smaller containers...
in preparation for recycling or disposal.
MULTIPURPOSE CRUSHING!
The Super 6 crushes six-gallon pails and most
anything that is smaller. Aerosol cans, oil
filters, and a variety of pails, cans and drums
are all crushed by the Super 6.

CRUSHING FORCE OF 30,000
POUNDS
Crushes steel* containers so you can put up to
15 crushed cans in the space required by a
whole can. Crushed five gallon pail shown.

CRUSHER STAND
Provides 41 inches of clearance for a 55-gallon
drum on a roller conveyor.

LIQUID COLLECTION
CAPABILITY
Liquids that are squeezed from containers may
be collected in a 55-gallon drum, tote, or a
container of custom design.

OPTIONAL ROLLER CONVEYOR
May be used to remove full drums from
crusher stand area.
*These units will also crush and squeeze the
contents from plastic containers, but plastic
tends to spring back to its original size after
crushing.
From half pints to 110 gallons, TeeMark Crushers help prepare containers and their contents for
recycling or disposal

Pierces,
drains, and
crushes cans and pails.
_____________
RCRA empty
results typical.
_____________
Crushes oil
filters, small
containers too!

AUTOMATIC EJECTION
OF CRUSHED CANS & PAILS
AVAILABLE
Ejection system proven on
millions of cans.

SAFE, EXPLOSION PROOF
Units will not operate with door
open. These crushers are
completely explosion proof
with self-contained explosion
proof controls and power
supplies. They are suitable for
use with solvent based paints,
and other flammable liquids.

NO NEED TO
REMOVE LIDS
Cans sized from a
quart to six gallons
are pierced and
drained during crushing
The Super 6P
opens, empties and crushes
six-gallon & smaller
cans & pails.

RESULTS!
The TeeMark Super6P pierces,
empties, and crushes up to 240
containers per hour. The Super
6PJ performs like the Super 6P,
and adds automatic ejection of
five-gallon pails and one-gallon
cans. Both units are also
effective on oil filters.

The Super 6PJ is similar
to a Super 6P, and it ejects
crushed containers.

The Super 6PJ-Double
Clean empties, crushes and
ejects two containers per
cycle. It has a sealed
collection system that captures valuable can
contents for reformulating.
This is a great new tool for
manufacturers of paint, ink,
and colorant.

TeeMark SUPER 6P/6PJ/6PJ-DC SPECIFICATIONS
CRUSHING FORCE: 30,000 pounds
CRUSHING CHAMBER: 16"w X 16"d X 18"h
CYCLE TIME: 12 to 20 seconds
POWER SYSTEM ALTERNATIVES:
•
1-1/2 hp* 115/230V1Ph
20/10A w/starter,
12-20 sec cycle
•
3 hp* 208-230/460 V 3ph 1110/5A w/o starter,
12 sec cycle
*Explosion Proof Class 1, Group D
• 1-1/2 hp 80 psi Air @ 40 SCFM, 20 sec
cycle

Ejector Models require a 1/4 inch air line at 80 psi.
All Super 6 series crushers are 107" tall with a 41 inches of
clearance under stand.

SUPER 6P SUPER 6PJ

SUPER 6PJDC

OTHER DIMENSIONS: 37"w x 37"d 37"w x 47"d

37"w x 47"d

PIERCED HOLE:

3x3"

3x3"

1"

SHIPPING WEIGHT

1060 lbs.

1190 lbs.

1190 lbs.

WARRANTY: 1 year on all materials and
workmanship.

Pierces, drains, and crushes
cans, pails and aerosols.
Cans are Empty by EPA
Definition.
No need to remove lids!
The Super 6PJ-VC offers features not found
anywhere else in the industry.
•

•

Captures VOCs and propellants, keeps
them out of the work area and the
environment. eliminates the need for
respirators.
Compact design to save valuable floor
space

With the proven reliability of our Super 6PJ
and the addition of the Vapor Collection
System, TeeMark offers a complete packate at
an economical price.

VERSATILE:

SAFE, EXPLOSION PROOF

CAPTURES:

Units will not operate with the door open.
These crushers are completely explosion proof
with self-contained explosion proof controls
and power supplies. They are suitable for use
with solvent based paints, aerosol propellants,
and other flammable liquids.

VOCs, Propellants, and Vapors.

Processes containers from half pints to
6-gallon pails. PLUS 4 to 12-inch long
Aerosol Cans.

RESULTS!
The TeeMark Super 6PJ-VC pierces, empties, crushes, and
ejects up to 240 containers per hour. The Vapor Collection
System collects the gases from the crushing chamber and
collection drums and delivers it to a 5-inch duct.

POWER SYSTEM ALTERNATIVES:
•
•

1-1/2 hp' 115/230 v, 1ph, 20/10a with starter,
12/20 second cycle time
3 hp' 208-230/460 v, 3ph, 11-10/5a without
starter, 12 second cycle

CRUSHING FORCE: 30,000 pounds
CYCLE TIME: 12 to 20 seconds
MACHINE DIMENSIONS: 55"w x 72"d x 107"h
CRUSHING CHAMBER: 16"w x 16"d 18"h
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 1300 pounds
AIR REQUIREMENTS: 5 cfm @ 80 psi

Explosion Proof Class 1, Division D

COLLECTION SYSTEM:
1 hp, 115/230 volt, 1ph 12/6 amp dedicated circuit
Explosion proof motor and motor controls
Moves up to 500 cfm of air
Exhausts through a 5-inch duct

